ECHOES OF SWING
Neues Album: 'Blue Pepper' (ACT 9102-2)
Colin T. Dawson – trumpet & vocals
Chris Hopkins – alto saxophone
Bernd Lhotzky - piano
Oliver Mewes - drums
Free from any museum nostalgia, the four musicians take their inspiration from the gigantic treasury
of swinging jazz, from Bix to Bop, from Getz to Gershwin, while constantly searching for the hidden, the
unexpected, the exquisite. The Great American Song book and the immeasurable recordings of great
Jazz pioneers form the humus for the creativity of the combo, with astonishing arrangements, virtuoso
solos and expressive compositions of their own.
Two horns, drums and piano. This unique, compact formation permits the greatest in harmony and
flexibility and allows freedom for an agile, exact ensemble. The group thrives on a mixture of clever
arrangements and interaction of improvised dialogue, performing for, and with one another.
The contemporary interpretation of an enormously varied repertoire and not last the humorous
moderation and spontaneous stage presence, has helped gain ECHOES OF SWING great popularity
and made the ensemble a much renowned and celebrated attraction on the international jazz scene.
Sixteen years of touring have led the ECHOES all across Europe and the USA, to Japan, New
Zealand and even the Fiji Islands. The exceedingly diverse musical development of the band is in the
meantime impressively documented on five CDs. The last ECHOES OF SWING album ‘Message from
Mars’ received the ‘Prix de l’Académie du Jazz’ in Paris, and in Germany was awarded the ‘German
Record Critics' Award’.
In 2013 ECHOES OF SWING signed a contract with 'ACT Music & Vision'. The eagerly anticipated
album is now due for release.

Recent awards
* German Record Critics' Award *
* Prix de l'Académie du Jazz, Paris *
* Swinging Hamburg Jazz-Award *
* Downbeat (USA): 4 stars *
* Rondo Magazine: 'masterpiece' *
* Piano-News: CD of the month *
* Grand Prix du Disque de Jazz (du Hot Club de France) *
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Echo from the press:
'The Echoes continue to amaze and delight with their polymathic range and consistent originality. They
don't echo, but renew.' DAN MORGENSTERN
'A wonderful collection, each track is a gem! 'Echoes of Swing' collectively presents an approach like
no other quartet, while individually each player is a master.' DICK HYMAN
'Seldom have I heard such perfection. I’m totally thrilled! A conscious of tradition, contemporary musical
performance of the highest order. 'JOE KIENEMANN
'I've been listening to these guys for a few years now and they are always full of surprises. This CD is
their best yet. They all have a deep understanding of the literature and they play from inside. How they
do it all with four instruments is beyond me.' SCOTT HAMILTON
'A mixture of virtuosity and humour…thrilling!'
STERN MAGAZINE
'...a heavenly, beautilful album. Mercurial and full of wonderful timeless ideas.'
RONDO: Highest rating 5 ***** ('Masterpiece')
'On the same niveau as the old masters...'
SÜDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG
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